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Commerce sector overview of Trade 
union trends 1995-2015

• Comparative data for Commerce plus the 
other Wibar 3 sectors for the UK

• Mostly LFS 

• Shows  for the commerce sector  overall that 
trade union density is weak and collective 
bargaining coverage is low;

• NB some exceptions in well organised retail 
organisations eg Tesco and Co-op.



NB: TU density in Manufacturing declines by around a half, Transport etc by 
around a third  but Commerce remains stable (slight increase over 1995) but 
at a low level of penetration.



NB: In terms of volume Commerce now has more TU members than the 
manufacturing sector and shows a rising trend compared to  either 
manufacturing or Transport



NB Union premium significant for Sales and customer service 
occupations  but note how low pay levels are for these occupations



But union premium not so significant for the commerce sector compared to 
Transport etc also note relatively low premium for Manufacturing. Also note the 
low  average hourly pay for the Commerce sector.



NB Bargaining coverage for Commerce significantly below Transport  etc and  
manufacturing 



NB part time staff more likely to be covered by bargaining agreement than FT 
staff in Commerce sector-a strong contrast to the other two Wibar sectors.



Pay and productivity in the 
commerce sector

Evidence of strong recovery in 
productivity since the end of 2012





Pay levels however remain low

Why?



Young workers are disproportionately 
represented in retail employment

• Associated problems:

• Low levels of unionisation

• High attrition rates

• Zero hours contracts

• Outsourcing/use of self employed







What are zero hours contracts?
‘Zero hours contract’ is a non-legal term used to describe many 
different types of casual agreements between an employer and an 
individual.
Generally speaking, a zero hours contract is one in which the 
employer does not guarantee the individual any hours of work. 
The employer offers the individual work when it arises, and the 
individual can either accept the work offered, or decide not to take 
up the offer of work on that occasion.
Regardless of how many hours are actually offered, the employer 
must pay at least the National Minimum Wage

But.....

https://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates


This guidance does not cover those who are 
genuinely self-employed and undertake work 
on a zero hours arrangement. For example, a 
self-employed plumber might take up work 
offered on a zero hours basis from a number of 
regular clients, but he/she remains self-
employed.

There is some evidence that retail and wholesale 
employers are increasingly  encouraging staff to 
become self employed, eg drivers for on line retail 
operations. The self employed have fewer rights here 
and are much more difficult for TUs to organise

https://www.gov.uk/business-tax/self-employed


Challenges for Tus in the Commerce 
sector

Intense competition in high 
street retail

• Aldi and Lidl rapidly taking 
market share;

• Pressure on profits for the 
traditional high street 
retailers

• Downward pressure on pay 
and conditions, hence 
outsourcing, zero hours etc

• Pension deficits eg Tesco

Wholesale

• Problems in warehouse 
operations linked to on line 
retail and conventional 
retail-JB Sports and 
Amazon;

• Modern day slavery?

• Rising level of public 
awareness



Collective bargaining prospects in 
retail

• USDAW have bargaining agreements with:
• Tesco;
• Co-operative group
• Sainsburys (note UNITE also have pay agreements  here)
• Morrisons;
• Not recognised at :
• M&S
• ASDA 
• ALDI
• LIDL
• Waitrose





Retail employment in the UK

Low Pay Commission Annual Report 2016


